A new perspective on graphics.

This entire ad was done on the 48 Bit Virtual Memory PGM and a SUPERSET Color Display (1,024 x 768) using the software options listed below.

The PGM offers the most complete software available including the capability of overlaying vector and raster graphics, all at unbelievable prices. Continuous Tone Solid Modeling ($2,000); Full DISSPLA* ($7,000); INTERACT Interactive DISSPLA includes Charts, Fonts, Maps, Shaded Counties ($5,000); SUPERCIRCUIT Interactive Schematics and PC Autorouting ($5,000); DRAFT-AIDE CAD ($7,500).

Over 50 device drivers (most plotters, microfilm, electrostatics, etc.); a list of custom drivers upon request. Full FORTRAN 77 operating system used to develop most of the software on the PGM itself, at an average of 2,000 statements/man month.

The PGM must be seen to be believed. The combination of powerful hardware and intelligent software allow you to develop and run massive programs efficiently. Call today and arrange for a personal demonstration.

PGM Workstations start at less than $50,000.

*SUPERSET has rights to DISSPLA which is a trademark of ISSCO Graphics.
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